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Our role

The UK Film Council is the Government-
backed lead agency for film in the UK
ensuring that the economic, cultural and
educational aspects of film are effectively
represented at home and abroad. Our goal
is to help make the UK a global hub for
film in the digital age, with the world’s
most imaginative, diverse and vibrant film
culture, underpinned by a flourishing, 
competitive film industry.

Our aims

• Developing a competitive film industry,
built on creativity and skills

• Stimulating greater choice for audiences

• Encouraging participation and 
opportunities for learning

• Promoting the UK in the wider world

Our values

• Advocacy and leadership

• Partnership and collaboration

• Competitiveness and enterprise

• Diversity and inclusion

• Excellence and innovation

• Transparency and accessibility

The UK Film Council works throughout the
UK through its partnerships with National
Screen Agencies in Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland and nine Regional 
Screen Agencies in England. Its Board of
Directors are appointed by the Secretary 
of State for Culture, Media and Sport and
includes senior industry and public figures.
The Board oversees the work of the UK
Film Council and provides expert advice 
to Government. We invest the income 
we receive into film in order to deliver 
economic benefit and public value for
British citizens.

We want to ensure there are no barriers 
to accessing our publications. If you, or
someone you know, would like a large 
print, Braille disc or audiotape version of
Film in the digital age please contact us.

Further print copies can also be obtained
by contacting:

Communications Department
UK Film Council
10 Little Portland Street
London W1W 7JG
UK

Email:
commssupport@ukfilmcouncil.org.uk
Telephone: +44 (0) 20 7861 7884
Fax: +44 (0) 20 7861 7863

Glossary

BBC British Broadcasting Corporation

BFI British Film Institute

DCMS Department for Culture, Media
and Sport

EC European Commission

EU European Union

GDP Gross Domestic Product

HMT Her Majesty’s Treasury

ICT Information and Communication
Technology

IFSSS International Festival Sales
Support Scheme

IP Intellectual Property

IPSOS Survey-based market research
company

KPI Key Performance Indicator

MII Moving Image Initiative

NSA National Screen Agency

Ofcom Office of Communications

P&A Prints and advertising

RIFE Regional Investment Fund 
for England

RSA Regional Screen Agency

VOD Video on Demand
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Forew
ord

In the digital age, UK film has the 
potential to flourish as never before. 
Digital technology is starting to transform
the way in which film and moving images
are financed, produced, distributed and
consumed. Many of the historical barriers
which have made it difficult for audiences
to gain access to a wider range of film are
beginning to tumble. The UK Film Council
recognises that it needs to take a lead.
With the help of our strategic partners, 
we intend to act as a strong advocate 
for change by putting in place policies 
and funding measures which encourage
and support innovation.

This plan represents the outcome of
energetic consultation with our
stakeholders, as well as detailed discussions
over many months by the UK Film Council’s
Board and executives. There is a strong
desire for the UK Film Council not only to
seize the opportunities presented by the
transition to digital, but also to help
manage the challenges which inevitably
arise as a consequence. In 2007, we are
only just at the beginning of a period of
profound change and the time is not yet
right to disrupt existing funding measures.
But, we recognise that over the next three
years, we will need to be flexible and open
minded about adapting our activities to
anticipate or support changing patterns in
the business and consumption of film and
the moving image. Even more importantly,
we need to encourage others to be
prepared to act likewise.

By holding our cost base down, and
through judicious investment we have 
been able to free up a small amount of
additional cash to deploy over the next
three years on new activities provided
that the UK Film Council’s budget is not
cut further. These new activities are
deliberately aimed at building the areas 
of activity which came through most
strongly in the consultation exercise
leading up to the publication of this plan,
namely: more focus on audiences especially
through digital distribution, and more
impact by working more effectively with
other funding partners.

That said, our mission remains consistent –
to stimulate a competitive and vibrant UK
film industry and culture, and to promote
wide enjoyment and understanding of
cinema across the UK.

John Woodward
Chief Executive Officer

Quills (2000)
Written by Doug Wright
Directed by Philip Kaufman
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Executive sum
m

ary

Film in the digital age sets out the UK Film
Council’s funding and policy priorities for
the next three years.  

Digital advances will change the way the
film industry works over the next few years
and will be a key driver for all the funding
and policy priorities across the UK Film
Council and funded partner organisations
which are set out in this plan.

The plan is based on discussion by the
Board and executives of the UK Film
Council in light of responses to the
proposals set out in Film in the digital age:
UK Film Council consultation on policy and
funding priorities April 2007–March 2010. 

Overall, the consultation demonstrated
that most respondents were extremely
positive about the UK Film Council, its
policy and its funding priorities, but
challenged us to take more risks in relation
to preparing for significant change in 
the production and consumption of 
film as a consequence of digitisation 
and globalisation.

This plan sets out five new funding
priorities:

• Film Digitisation and Marketing Fund 
(an enhanced Prints and Advertising
Fund) an additional £2 million per year

• Marketing Testing Fund, to be funded up
to £1 million per year out of the existing
Premiere Fund

• UK-wide Digital Film Archives Fund of 
£1 million per year

• UK-wide Film Festivals Fund of 
£1.5 million per year

• Partnership Challenge Fund of £1 million
per year

In addition the Digital Film Club for Schools
which has just completed a pilot phase
generated lots of interest and strong
support. We are keen to continue to
support this initiative so that it can be
rolled out to schools across the country.

The effectiveness of this plan will be
monitored closely over the next three years
by the Board of the UK Film Council and
ultimately by the Department for Culture,
Media and Sport (DCMS). Our performance
results will be posted on the UK Film
Council website.

The following tables summarise our
confirmed priorities for the next three years.

Withnail and I (1987)
Written and directed by Bruce Robinson
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Policy priorities at a glance 

Policy priority Goals

Diversity and inclusion To help achieve a more diverse and inclusive workforce and film culture and ensure that the Funds
meet their diversity targets for women, black and minority ethnic groups, disabled people, regional
applicants as well as overall content or portrayal targets

Education and literacy To advance the growth of a media literate population in the digital age ensuring these skills are key
components in the Government’s agenda for life-long learning

To put in place a UK-wide film and moving image education strategy to foster and increase
understanding and appreciation of film

Fiscal measures To work with the UK Government and the EU to ensure effective long-term fiscal measures are in 
place to support UK film

To work with public and private sector partners to develop an initiative to provide film companies 
with better access to corporate finance

Intellectual property To assist the industry combat copyright theft and infringement; and to help the Government put in
and anti-film theft place an IP regime that maximises access and the value of rights in the digital age

International To work with the UK Government to modernise the UK’s film co-production agreements and to 
assist the UK industry to benefit fully from them

To help maximise inward investment through film production

To work with the UK Government and the EU to contribute to the development of a strong 
European audiovisual policy which benefits the UK

To create opportunities for UK film by building and strengthening European, US and 
international relationships

National and To assist the creation of a BFI National Film Centre, which harnesses digital media to create a world 
regional film centres class centre of excellence for learning and research, and which houses a strengthened BFI London 

Film Festival

To help develop and enhance key regional film centres as cultural and creative hubs

Public service broadcasters To work with broadcasters and other platform operators to improve public access to British and 
and digital platforms specialised films

Research and statistics To gather and publish statistics and market intelligence and to carry out and to disseminate research
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Becoming Jane. Copyright: © 2006
Becoming Jane Films Limited, Scion Films
Premier (third) Limited Partnership and UK
Film Council. All rights reserved. Distributed
by Buena Vista International (UK).
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Funding priorities at a glance

Funding priority Goals Funds per year (£)

British Film Institute To champion moving image culture, education and cinema heritage  
in all its richness and diversity for the benefit of as wide an audience  
as possible and to deepen and encourage public debate about film

Development Fund To broaden the quality, range and ambition of projects and talent 
being developed

Distribution and Exhibition To enable more people to enjoy and appreciate a wider range of films 
in the UK

Film Skills Fund To ensure a strong, consistent supply of skilled and talented  
professionals in line with market demand

First Light Movies To offer children and young people more opportunities to participate  
in and learn about filmmaking

International Festival To encourage the successful international distribution of UK films 
Sales Support via promotion at selected international festivals

National Screen Agencies To co-ordinate film policy, strategy and delivery across the UK

New Cinema Fund To support creativity, innovation, new talent and 
cutting-edge filmmaking

Partnership Challenge Fund To identify new funding partnerships to help widen public 
participation in film

Premiere Fund To assist the production of feature films that can attract audiences 
around the world

Publications Fund To support discussion, information and debate about film culture

Regional Screen Agencies To co-ordinate film policy, strategy and delivery across England

Sponsorship To help promote targeted showcase events and initiatives which  
benefit the UK industry and the British public

UK-wide Digital Film To support innovative programmes ensuring wider access to the 
Archives Fund UK’s film heritage

UK-wide Film Festival Fund To ensure that audiences across the UK have access to a wide variety  
of film festivals which maximise audience choice; and that collectively  
these festivals contribute to a more competitive UK film industry

16,000,000

4,000,000
6,500,000
1,100,000

70,000
360,000

5,000,000
1,000,000
8,000,000

100,000
7,700,000

600,000
1,000,000
1,500,000

4,000,000
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D
igest of consultation responses

Introduction

Beginning in November 2006, we engaged
the industry, strategic partners and other
stakeholders, in a 12 week period of
consultation on Film in the digital age: 
UK Film Council consultation on policy 
and funding priorities. The consultation
ended on 5 February 2007.

We received an excellent response, with
over 80 responses gathered through our
online survey and written submissions 
from key organisations. In addition to 
this, we hosted consultation events
attended by over 200 people, including
archivists, educationalists, distributors,
exhibitors, producers, sales agents and
training providers.

Film in the digital age was published 
in both hard copy form and as a
downloadable document on the UK Film
Council website, alongside the online
survey. There were 650 hard copies of 
Film in the digital age distributed and the
electronic version was widely publicised by
our partner organisations, and via a notice
sent out to over 750 interested parties.

The Bridge on the River Kwai (1957)
Written by Michael Wilson and Carl Foreman
Directed by David Lean
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Comments we received

Overview
In summary, we received a ringing
endorsement of:

• Our overall performance during our 
first six years including the critical
acclaim received for many of the films 
we have backed such as Gosford Park,
Bloody Sunday, The Constant Gardener,
The Wind that Shakes the Barley and 
Red Road

• Our leadership, policy and advocacy on
behalf of film. The role we played in
relation to helping secure the new tax
relief for British film being a case in point

• Our readiness to tackle really tough
problems, for example in relation to film,
public service broadcasting and the BBC

• Our growing bank of research 
and statistics

But, we also heard some less good news.
For example:

• Our performance measures should be
more transparent. For instance the way
in which we monitor and communicate
the performance of our Funds is not
thought to be adequate

• Despite the success of our relatively new
distribution and exhibition measures,
overall our funding interventions are 
still seen to be overbalanced in favour 
of production-led measures. Insufficient
attention to film festivals in the UK and
audiences in non-metropolitan or rural
areas was highlighted

• Plans to help the national and regional
film archives unlock the value of their
collections for the public are seen to be
long overdue

But, the really big challenge thrown 
down was:

• There is a pressing need for all of the UK
Film Council’s funding priorities to be
regularly reviewed in relation to the
impact digital technology is having on
film. There is no monopoly of wisdom 
on the practical consequences of 
the changes being driven by digital
technology, but it is clear that public
policy for film and the moving image
must be supple and flexible if it is to
maximise the opportunities which are
likely to arise over the next few years

Echoing the composition of the
questionnaire, we have organised the
following detailed digest of the responses
we received into five categories: general
comments and the four aims of the UK
Film Council.

General
Respondents were supportive of the 
public value framework that the UK Film
Council is considering adopting to assist
monitoring and evaluation. There were
however a number of questions on how
impact would be measured, particularly as
many observed that the work of the UK
Film Council may not always be perceived
to be of public value, ie of value to the
public, rather than of value to the industry.
There were some queries as to the
definition of what was meant by public
value and many asked that there should 
be further consultation and debate on 
the issue.

From the top
(supported by the UK Film Council)
The Constant Gardener courtesy of UIP.
Red Road courtesy of Verve Pictures.
The Wind that Shakes the Barley
courtesy of Pathé Pictures International.
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The work of partner organisations was for
the most part endorsed by respondents.
Suggestions were made that greater
dialogue was necessary between the UK
Film Council and its partners. It was felt
that the priorities set for our partners were
not clearly stated in the consultation paper
and that greater transparency was needed
on the whole. Any reduction in RSA
funding was raised by some as an area 
of concern.

In terms of the BFI, although most
respondents backed its work, there was
concern over an apparent lack of focus. 
It was put forward that the BFI be funded
through other channels, including the
private sector, to free up public funds 
for new priorities. A suggestion was 
also made that it should be given back
responsibility for the production and the
exhibition of specialised films.

There were many positive comments 
made on our policy priorities, though 
some suggested that too many had been
proposed. The vast majority of respondents
agreed that the implications of digital
change should inform all the work of the
UK Film Council. Respondents called for
film archives to be added as a key priority
and that digital distribution be given a
higher priority. Other areas that were
strongly endorsed were:

• Introducing publicly-supported terms of
trade for producers and the concept of
‘producer equity’ in exploitation of new
media rights

• Exploring online advertising as a source
of income

• Initiating debate around new business
models

There was a great deal of interest around
the proposed corporate finance initiative
and the plan to look at joint funding with
other Lottery distributors.

Further consultation around the proposed
BFI National Film Centre and regional film
centres was requested, particularly with
regard to new forms of public access via
digital media.

Some support was given to the proposal 
of completing the Screen Academy map
with academies for digital technologies,
animation and also for archive training.

The anti-film theft levy was subject to
fierce debate, with proposals that it 
should be the responsibility of the 
industry or Government, rather than 
of the UK Film Council.

Developing a competitive film industry,
built on creativity and skills

There was a strong view that the Funds
should concentrate on funding new,
innovative production and distribution
projects. There were a number of calls for
the Funds to be regionalised. There was
strong support for the work of the New
Cinema Fund in its backing of new talent.

From the top
Distant Voices, Still Lives courtesy of the BFI.
IFSW Skills 4 Skillset image courtesy 
of Skillset. 
Stephen Poliakoff directs Friends and
Crocodiles for BBC. Image: EM Media. 
Credit: Harriet Lawrence.
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There were mixed feelings about the
Development and Premiere Funds. For the
most part both funds received support,
however, more transparent evaluation of
their impact was called for. Their value 
was questioned by some given the new 
tax relief for British film. A suggestion was
made that other funding sources, including
commercial investment, should support or
even co-finance mainstream production, 
so that money could be diverted to more
experimental projects or to other funding
priorities. It was also recommended that
the Premiere Fund should invest smaller
amounts in a greater number of films and
that the Development Fund should include
the development of projects that are not
necessarily script-based.

The pitch for an ‘Experimental’ Production
Fund was met with varied responses. 
A number of respondents readily backed
the proposal. Again, an exploration of
alternative production and distribution
models in the new digital era was
suggested; the aim being the creation 
of low cost productions and the
establishment of a stage between shorts
and feature films. There were a number of
calls for such a fund to be run by the RSAs. 

However, others believed that experimental
production did not come under the remit of
the UK Film Council and that other potential
funding priorities were more pressing than
yet another film production fund.

There was broadly a positive response to 
the suggested UK Co-production Fund.
Also, the market testing of British Films
was welcomed, though some argued
market testing should be included in 
the cost of production.

There was firm support that screenwriting
skills were a real priority and even calls for
further investment. It was recommended
that schemes include writing for the
internet and the digital world more
generally. There was a difference of opinion
on the suggestion that collaboration with
writers from theatre and TV would be
beneficial. Some people felt there were
sufficient schemes already and asked that
an audit be carried out of current provision
to avoid duplication.

With the idea to set up mentoring
programmes to learn from the US and
Europe, it was felt that it needed to be
more inclusive and opened up to the rest
of the world; some recommended that it
be a responsibility of the existing Skillset
Screen Academies or the RSAs.

The Film Skills Fund met with a positive
response, with calls for the scheme to
continue beyond 2010 given the long term
nature of the expected impacts.

From the top
Grace, short film courtesy 
of Northern Film & Media. 
Skillset Screen Academy Scotland.
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Stimulating greater choice for audiences

Whilst the Digital Screen Network and
Prints and Advertising Fund were both
applauded, many would like to see results
of an evaluation of the current initiatives
before expansion takes place. That said,
the Digital Screen Network was hailed as
one of the UK Film Council’s most
innovative projects, particularly with its
possible extension to higher education.
Other related suggestions were:

• Digitised classic films to be distributed 
to community venues

• Digitised content from Regional Film
Archives to be distributed widely

• Exhibition of moving image via
electronically networked media and 
arts centres

Many advocated that the P&A Fund receive
additional funding, whilst a few felt that
the money could be better spent on other
priorities. It was suggested that the P&A
Fund be used for the contextualisation of
specialised films on websites. Respondents
endorsed expanding the Fund for online
and on-demand distribution.

Most responses affirmed that the 
Small-scale Cinema Capital Fund was
essential and hoped that its scope could 
be widened to include other types of
screening venues, particularly in rural areas.
Acknowledging the move to the digital
age, the importance of the shared cinema
experience was still valued, though some
argued the money could be better spent
on a major digitisation strategy rather 
than bricks and mortar. One respondent
suggested that funding social networking
websites, e-ticketing, and even faster web
connectivity could help with audience
development for more isolated rural areas.

Opinion was divided over the UK-wide film
festival strategy. Critics argued that there
are enough festivals already; festivals
should be looking to commercial
sponsorship; and that archive investment
should be a higher priority. Supporters
stated that:

• Festivals were an essential part of the
independent cinema landscape and
should be supported in terms of skills
development as well as funding

• Nationally important festivals should be
funded centrally rather than from limited
regional funds

• Festivals for minority audiences, such 
as the sensory impaired should be
strengthened

There was firm support for the
recommendation to use digital technology
to open up film archives. The suggestion
that broadcasters work with the BFI to
unlock archived content for on-demand
distribution was judged to be worthy of
further exploration, as were partnerships
with commercial and public partners.
Support for training in the archive sector to
deal with new technologies was called for.

It was advised that archives should be
freely available to all and it was asked 
that the material be contextualised by
educational online resources. There was
also strong support for the concept of
specialised exhibition networks throughout
the UK, particularly in rural areas.

Many organisations were keen to engage
in the work the UK Film Council has been
undertaking around on-demand models. 
It was advocated that interaction with 
the Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) sector be considered in
future work.

From the top
The Lives of Others courtesy 
of Lionsgate International. 
Volver courtesy of 
Pathé Pictures International.
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Curse of the Golden Flower
© 2006 Universal Studios. 
All rights reserved.
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Encouraging participation 
and opportunities for learning

There was a very positive response to 
the work of First Light Movies and its
continuation was supported, particularly in
relation to new digital technologies. Some
questioned how the scheme was being
evaluated, how participants were tracked,
and where the films made were screened
and archived. Continuing partnerships with
Creative Partnerships and other key
agencies were encouraged.

Many welcomed the BFI’s work in terms 
of informal and formal education,
particularly in terms of the work of the
London Film Festival and its other festivals.
Also welcomed was its publications
including Sight and Sound and the BFI’s
involvement in First Light Movies Film
Street initiative. The BFI’s screenonline and
other web resources were applauded as
extremely useful tools for schools.

The proposal for Digital Film Clubs for
Schools was seen to be valuable. Some
recommended that existing initiatives be
drawn on more proactively. It was
suggested that Film Clubs could also 
be used as a tool to teach young people
the cultural and economic value of
intellectual property.

Several respondents asked that both First
Light Movies and the Film Clubs extend
beyond larger cities, through existing
regional resources and networks.

The proposal for a Media Literacy
Challenge Fund was well supported 
and people looked forward to receiving
more information on how it might work. 
How digital technologies would be
included was queried and it was hoped
that engagement with interactive and
user-generated content would be
incorporated. The RSAs looked forward 
to further discussions and future
involvement in the Fund. A few asked 
that the Department for Education and
Skills should be approached to fund this
initiative and that there should be a 
clearer link with the work of Ofcom.

The proposed expansion of the Cinema
Access and Inclusion Fund was met with 
a positive response. Respondents asked 
for research into the impact of different
models, particularly with new media
distribution systems. It was recommended
that building audience awareness be
factored into the funding criteria.

Also, it was suggested that the soft
subtitling and audio description of films
should continue to be a requirement 
of UK Film Council production funding 
as this had substantially improved the
experience for audiences with sensory
impairments. Some advocated the creation
of a centralised resource for specialist
knowledge around rights and licences 
for film clubs and societies.

Promoting the UK in the wider world

It was felt that an inward investment
strategy for the UK was essential. It was
mentioned that the Commissioner needed
a bigger budget and that the promotion of
the UK’s digital expertise, particularly in
relation to post-production, was vital.

Many argued for a more robust UK-wide
focus with stronger links with the location
services in the RSAs. A few asked that 
mid range and lower budget features 
be targeted, alongside the higher
budget features.

Some, however, felt that the cultural test
element of the new film tax relief would
deter foreign investment and that US and
Eastern European tax reliefs were more
attractive. There was also concern that
there was too much bureaucracy in the UK.
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The proposal of a London 2012 Olympic
Games Film Fund was one of the less well
supported initiatives. Many felt it to be an
opportunistic exercise and a waste of
limited resources. Many asked for further
clarification about what the Fund would
entail. It was pointed out that as the
Olympics was already taking money away
from film, it therefore should not be a
priority; if it was to be funded it should be
paid for out of additional funding raised.

It was noted that as the London 2012
Olympics Games would unquestionably
be a global event which made full use of
the power of digital distribution to reach
audiences, it would be an opportunity
for the UK to showcase its creative and
technical skills. Some supporters thought
there should be a national project 
delivered by the RSAs in the lead up to
2012 to build the profile of the UK
worldwide. Some suggested that the
London 2012 Olympic Games could be 
an opportunity to showcase UK locations
and to exhibit archive material of previous
Olympics. It was also suggested that a
2012 legacy project could be a National
Film Centre.

The export promotion strategy was
welcomed, though respondents asked
how it would encompass new distribution
platforms and called for evidence of
achievements to date. Some suggested
that other areas of the US should be
targeted in conjunction with the work of
the LA office. It was also recommended
that filmmakers be encouraged to spend
time working abroad to enrich their
experience and expertise.

There were varied responses to the possible
sales agent support scheme. Many felt 
that the sales sector operated well enough
and did not need subsidy, others felt the
opposite. Most felt a representative body
for the sector and sales training initiatives
would be valuable. It was also suggested
that there should be a support scheme 
for converting film into digital or high
definition formats to help secure
distribution in some international
territories.

Our response
Having considered issues raised by the
consultation and after discussion by the
Board and executives, we decided to
accept or reject the proposed policy and
funding priorities as set out overleaf.

From the top
Imelda Staunton with the winners of 
Best Under 12s category at the First Light
Movies Awards 2007. 
Rt Hon Gordon Brown and Thandie Newton
at Film Club launch, photo by Sam Friedrich.
His Dark Materials: The Golden Compass
courtesy of Entertainment Film Distributors.
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In relation to what was said about our
proposed potential funding priorities,
following the identification of new
resources totalling £16.5 million over 
the next three financial years, the table
opposite shows how we will now progress 
(or otherwise) the 17 potential funding
priorities set out in the Film in the digital 
age consultation and why.

Proposed new policy priorities

Priority Rationale

To work with public and Confirmed following strong support
private sector partners to 
develop a corporate finance 
initiative to provide UK film 
companies with better access 
to corporate finance

To explore with the industry a Rejected following strong opposition and positive 
time limited voluntary levy to signs that the industry will invest more resources in 
support anti-film theft activities tackling the problem 
to reduce the damage film
theft is inflicting on UK film

To assist the creation of a Confirmed following some support and its strategic
BFI National Film Centre, which importance to film in the UK
draws on digital technology to 
create the world’s best centre 
of excellence for learning and 
research, and which houses
a strengthened BFI London 
Film Festival

To help develop and enhance Confirmed following strong support
key regional film centres as 
cultural and creative hubs

To secure an improved overall Confirmed following strong support
financial commitment for British 
and specialised films from the 
UK public service broadcaster 
Channel 4

To put in place a UK-wide film Confirmed following strong support
and moving image education 
strategy to foster and increase 
understanding and appreciation 
of film
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Proposed new funding priorities

Priority Rationale

Completing the Screen Rejected following little support. Immediate priority to consolidate existing academies
Academy map

Digital Film Clubs for Schools Confirmed following strong support

Digital Screen Network Rejected following limited support and strong views that the market will deliver
expansion

‘Experimental’ Production Fund Rejected but the aims to be taken forward by the New Cinema Fund within existing budget

Film Digitisation and Confirmed following strong support
Marketing Fund (An enhanced
Prints & Advertising Fund)

Inward Investment Some support for additional funding. To be taken forward within the British Film Commissioner’s Office

Learning from US and Some support. To be taken forward by Skillset
European practitioners

Market testing for British films Confirmed. To be funded up to £1 million per year out of the existing Premiere Fund budget

Partnership Challenge Fund Confirmed following strong support. Four initial priorities:
• Media literacy and film education
• Small-scale cinema capital
• Cinema access and inclusion
• London 2012 Olympic and Para-Olympic Games initiatives and legacy

Sales agent support Rejected following little support

Screenwriting skills Some support. To be taken forward by Skillset and needs analysis underway

UK Co-production Fund Some support but rejected given proportion of public funding available for production

UK-wide Digital Film Confirmed following strong support
Archives Fund

UK-wide Film Festivals Fund Confirmed following strong support
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Building on success

Mrs Henderson Presents (2005)
Written by David and Kathy Rose and Martin Sherman
Directed by Stephen Frears
Supported by the UK Film Council

Policy priorities

In March 2007, the UK Film Council 
Board confirmed eight policy priorities 
for the next three years with associated
goals, targets, activities and lead
departments, namely:

• Diversity and inclusion

• Education and literacy

• Fiscal measures

• Intellectual property and anti-film theft

• International

• National and regional film centres

• Public service broadcasters and 
digital platforms

• Research and statistics
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From the top
Film Club launch, photo by Sam Friedrich. 
Rt Hon Gordon Brown MP and 
Shaun Woodward MP talking to students, 
photo by Sam Friedrich. 
Equalities Charter for Film.

01: Diversity and inclusion
Goal To help achieve a more diverse and inclusive workforce and film culture

Target To achieve the objectives set out in our published Diversity Strategy,
Success through diversity and inclusion, and our statutory disability
equality, and gender equality schemes

Principal activities • Implement our published diversity goals and achieve the diversity targets
we have set for applicants and awardees of our funding

• Continue to assess our policies, schemes and funds operation,
application criteria (and submissions where appropriate), for their
equality impact, and scope to promote diversity and inclusion

• Deliver practical support and advice to our funded partners, internal
and external colleagues to embed our diversity strategies

• Ensure success for our industry-wide strategy for diversity through the
Leadership on Diversity Forum and its progress against the pledges
agreed under the Equalities Charter for Film

• With Skillset, determine accessible entry paths into the industry

• Champion and celebrate the diversity of film, filmmakers and
audiences for film in the UK
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02: Education and literacy
Goal To advance the growth of a media literate population in the digital age

embedded in the Government’s life-long learning agenda

Target To put in place a UK-wide media literacy strategy, in partnership with
the Media Literacy Task Force, based on its Charter for Media Literacy

Principal activities • Increase the range of Charter signatories and advance signatories’
action plans

• Encourage public debate about media literacy to ensure the 
UK has a media literate society

Goal To put in place a UK-wide film and moving image education strategy
to foster and increase understanding and appreciation of film

Target To maximise opportunities for everyone in the UK to learn about film
in all its richness and creative possibilities

Principal activities • Create a co-ordinated strategy for UK public agencies involved in
film education

• Ensure that a wide range of high quality learning opportunities are
delivered to a growing number of people from different backgrounds

03: Fiscal measures
Goal To work with the UK Government and the EU to ensure effective

long-term fiscal measures are in place to support UK films

Target To maintain the new tax relief for British film

Principal activities • Monitor the operation and effectiveness of the new tax relief

• Assist the film industry to benefit fully from the new tax relief

Goal To work with public and private sector partners to develop an initiative
to provide film companies with better access to corporate finance

Target Improved access to debt and equity finance for UK film companies
and improved quality of information available to potential sources 
of finance

Principal activities • Development of proposition in discussion with UK, US and European
private and public sector organisations

From the top
Media Literacy debate. 
Rt Hon Tessa Jowell MP launching the 
Media Literacy Charter.
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Sunshine courtesy of DNA Films and 
20th Century Fox. Supported by the 
UK Film Council.
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From the top
Bride and Prejudice courtesy of Pathé
Pictures International. Supported by the 
UK Film Council.
Tsotsi courtesy of Momentum Pictures.
Staffordshire Moors, image courtesy 
of Screen West Midlands.

04: Intellectual property and anti-film theft
Goal To assist the industry in combating copyright theft and infringement;

and to help the Government put in place an IP regime that maximises
access and the value of rights in the digital age

Target To implement key recommendations of Film Theft in the UK
and to build on recommendations in the ‘Gowers Review’ of
intellectual property

Principal activities • Assist the Government and industry in implementing the
enforcement and other recommendations of the Gowers Review

• Work with the Industry Trust for IP Awareness to implement 
the ‘respect creativity’ public awareness campaign

05: International 
Goal To work with the UK Government to modernise the UK’s film

co-production agreements and to assist the UK industry to benefit 
fully from them

Target To have co-production treaties in place with key strategic territories:
South Africa, India, Jamaica, China and Morocco and other countries

Principal activities • Lead treaty negotiations for DCMS

Goal To help maximise inward investment through film production

Target Inward investment of £500 million each year

Principal activities • Promote the UK film industry and UK locations

• Ensure productions receive bespoke support across the 
production process

• Support work to establish and maintain the UK’s 
cost-competitiveness

• Support the Production Guild of Great Britain

• Support UK Post and Services, the trade body for the post
production sector
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Goal To work with the UK Government and the EU to contribute to the
development of a strong European audiovisual policy which benefits 
the UK

Target To ensure that European and UK policies that affect film complement
each other

Principal activities • Continue to make the case to the European Commission for a
favourable state aid regime for film

• Help maximise the benefit of MEDIA 2007 to UK professionals

• Work to improve consistency between European policy initiatives 
for film

• Co-ordinate activities with other UK and European agencies

Goal To create opportunities for UK film by building and strengthening
European, US and international relationships

Target To deliver UK Film Council policies in the US, Europe and
internationally; and service the US and European industries 
on behalf of the UK film industry

Principal activities • Disseminate information to the US film industry

• To review, finalise and implement export strategy

• Support UK films internationally

• Support key events and activities which promote UK in Europe

06: National and regional film centres
Goal To assist the creation of a new BFI National Film Centre, which harnesses

digital media to create a world class centre of excellence for learning
and research, and which houses a strengthened BFI London Film Festival

Target To complete feasibility study and agree proposals with stakeholders
and interested parties

Principal activities • Support the BFI in the development of its approach

Goal To help develop and enhance key regional film centres as cultural and
creative hubs

Target Action plan in place with partners

Principal activities • Commission and implement recommendations of a scoping study
with Arts Council England and the Arts and Humanities Research
Council in liaison with key venues

From the top
The cinema at the Watershed Media Centre
in Bristol is funded by MEDIA through
Europa Cinemas. 
BFI Southbank, photo by Nick Wall.
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Mitchell & Kenyon stills copyright BFI
National Archive 2007.
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From the top
Notes on a Scandal © 2006 
DNA Films Ltd. All rights reserved.
Supported by the UK Film Council.
East Anglian Film Archive courtesy 
of Screen East. 
Brick Lane courtesy of The Works 
Media Group, photo by Joss Barratt.
Supported by the UK Film Council.

07: Public service broadcasters and digital platforms
Goal To work with broadcasters and other platform operators to improve

public access to British and specialised films

Target To secure an improved financial commitment from UK public service
broadcasters

Principal activities • Oversee implementation of UK Film Council and BBC Memorandum
of Understanding

• Discussions with Channel 4 about securing a more robust
commitment to British and specialised films

08: Research and statistics
Goal To gather and publish statistics and market intelligence and to carry

out and disseminate research to benefit the industry and assist film
policy development

Target The delivery of robust research and data to underpin 
evidence-based policy

Principal activities • Publish annual Statistical Yearbook and regular statistical bulletins

• Conduct bespoke research and track emerging digital film markets
(digital cinema, online, Video on Demand and mobile)
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Funding priorities

To complement our policy priorities, 
the UK Film Council Board confirmed 
15 funding priorities for the next three
years with associated goals, targets,
activities and lead departments, namely:

• British Film Institute

• Development Fund

• Distribution and Exhibition

• Film Skills Fund

• First Light Movies

• International Festival Sales 
Support Scheme

• National Screen Agencies

• New Cinema Fund

• Partnership Challenge Fund

• Premiere Fund

• Publications Fund

• Regional Screen Agencies

• Sponsorship

• UK-wide Digital Film Archives Fund

• UK-wide Film Festivals Fund

These funds are summarised opposite:

01: British Film Institute
Goal To champion moving image culture, education and cinema heritage in

all its richness and diversity for the benefit of as wide an audience as
possible and to deepen and encourage public debate about film

Target To enhance opportunities for all UK citizens to engage with film and
television heritage and education and ensure audiences throughout
the UK have access to the full range of British and international cinema

Principal activities • Ensure continued complementarity of objectives and delivery
between the UK Film Council and the BFI

• Assist the BFI to modernise its delivery and operations

• Agree a UK-wide Collections and Archive strategy with the BFI also
involving UK nations and regions

• Agree a UK-wide film education strategy with the BFI also involving 
UK nations and regions

02: Development Fund
Goal To broaden the quality, range and ambition of projects 

and talent being developed

Target To invest in the development of a stream of high quality,
innovative and commercially attractive screenplays; mindful
of our diversity targets

Principal activities • Manage Lottery programme including receiving, assessing 
and recommending projects for funding including:

• Current slate funding

• Single project funding

• with industry partners

• direct funding of talent

• seed funding

• Partnership with Film Skills Fund for screenwriting training
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03: Distribution and Exhibition
Goal To enable more people to enjoy and appreciate a wider range of films

in the UK

Target To assist the UK film distribution and exhibition sectors to migrate
successfully to the digital world

Principal activities Manage the Distribution and Exhibition Fund Lottery programmes,
including receiving, assessing and recommending projects for 
funding including:

• Enhanced P&A Fund: wider theatrical and online distribution 
of specialised film (additional funding)

• Digital Screen Network: oversee and manage the 240 digital
projectors recently installed

• Audience Development Scheme: to market specialised films to wider
audiences through a website, mobile phone platform, promotional
events and digital television

• Digital School Film Club: project to establish student groups
interested in watching films with access provided via a website
during extended school hours

• Support for the British Federation of Film Societies and the
Independent Cinema Office

• Access the new Partnership Challenge Fund to ensure that small
scale cinema capital initiatives and cinema access and inclusion
initiatives are funded and rolled out

04: Film Skills Fund, delivered by Skillset
Goal To ensure a strong, consistent supply of skilled and talented

professionals in line with market demand

Target To deliver an integrated approach to skills provision which assesses
and calibrates demand from the industry and matches that demand
through initial training, further, higher and post-graduate provision
and continuing professional development

Principal activities • Ensure that the UK Film Council’s objectives and those of the 
Film Skills Fund are fully aligned

• Ensure that the Fund delivers best value for money From the top
Pan's Labyrinth courtesy of 
Optimum Releasing. 
myfilms.com courtesy of Sledge.
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05: First Light Movies
Goal To offer children and young people more opportunities to participate

and learn about filmmaking

Target To increase the number of films made by young people especially from
disadvantaged backgrounds

Principal activities • Manage First Light Movies Lottery programme including receiving,
assessing and recommending projects for funding

06: International Festival Sales Support Scheme
Goal To encourage the successful international distribution of

UK films via promotion at selected international festivals

Target To support between 10 and 20 British films at key
international festivals

Principal activities • Manage the IFSSS including receiving, assessing and recommending
projects for funding

07: National Screen Agencies (NSA)
Goal To co-ordinate film policy, strategy and delivery across the UK

Target To deliver a shared strategy between the UK Film Council and the NSAs
which reaches across the UK and impacts internationally

Principal activities • Managing and setting an agreed programme of research, advocacy
and delivery between UK Film Council departments and the 
National Screen Agencies

From the top
First Light Movies:
Fierce! Festival‘s Recipes for Making Rain. 
Red Road courtesy of Verve Pictures.
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08: New Cinema Fund
Goal To support creativity, innovation, new talent and cutting-edge

filmmaking

Target To develop and nurture new talent from across the UK’s nations 
and regions; mindful of our diversity targets

Principal activities • Manage Lottery programme including receiving, assessing 
and recommending projects for funding:

• Features (including pilots)

• Documentaries

• Shorts

• Moving Image Initiative (MII) scheme 
(in association with Arts Council England)

• Oversee partnership with Warp X Low Budget Feature Film Scheme

09: Partnership Challenge Fund (new)
Goal To identify new funding partnerships to help widen public

participation in film

Target To launch at least four new initiatives

Principal activities • Media literacy and film education initiatives

• Small-scale cinema capital initiatives

• Cinema access and inclusion initiatives

• London 2012 Olympic and Para-Olympic Games initiatives and legacy

From the top
(supported by the UK Film Council)
Straightheads courtesy of Verve Pictures.
This is England courtesy of 
Optimum Releasing. 
Cinema Extreme short After the Rain.
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Death Defying Acts courtesy 
of Lionsgate International.
Supported by the UK Film Council.
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10: Premiere Fund
Goal To assist the production of feature films that can attract audiences

across the world

Target To invest in features of various genres which show solid financial
returns in relation to their budgets; mindful of our diversity targets

Principal activities • Manage Lottery programme including receiving, assessing 
and recommending projects for funding

• Assist in the development, financing, production and distribution 
of projects selected for funding

• Implement market testing for selected British films (new)

11: Publications Fund
Goal To support discussion, information and debate about film culture

Target To make at least six awards

Principal activities • Support publications which aim to expand and extend debate 
about film or support specific film industry activities

From the top
(supported by the UK Film Council)
Arthur and Blake (Jim Broadbent and 
Colin Firth) in And When Did You Last See
Your Father? courtesy of Number 9 Films. 
Miss Potter courtesy of Momentum Pictures, 
photo by Alex Bailey.
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12: Regional Screen Agencies (RSA)
Goal To co-ordinate film policy, strategy and delivery across England

Target To deliver a shared strategy between the UK Film Council and the RSAs
which reaches across England and impacts internationally

Principal activities • Manage Lottery and grant in aid programmes including receiving,
assessing and awarding projects for funding

• Facilitate the further capacity of RSAs to deliver shared 
objectives for:

• Education

• Exhibition

• Film heritage

• Locations support

• Production and development

• Training and vocational education

13: Sponsorship
Goal To help promote targeted showcase events and initiatives which

benefit the UK industry and/or the British public

Target To sponsor a range of initiatives which support UK Film Council aims
and objectives

Principal activities • Champion British creative excellence via showcase events, awards
and other platforms

• Support audience and industry access to new filmmaking talent via
short film showcasing

• Broaden awareness of audience development initiatives and access
to research
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14: UK-wide Digital Film Archives Fund (new)
Goal To support innovative programmes ensuring wider access to the 

UK’s film heritage

Target To create and manage an operational fund

Principal activities • To produce a strategy agreed with partners that matches the goal

15: UK-wide Film Festivals Fund (new)
Goal To ensure that audiences across the UK have access to a wide variety

of film festivals which maximise audience choice and provide
opportunities for learning; and, that, collectively these festivals benefit
the UK film industry

Target To create and manage an operational fund

Principal activities • To produce a strategy agreed with partners that matches the goal

Inevitably, over the next three years, 
new and unforeseen priorities will emerge
but at this point in time we are confident
that the policy and funding priorities
detailed above, will help improve the
quality, range and competitiveness of 
film in the UK and its enjoyment by 
British and international audiences.
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The external risks w
e face

The vitality of our film culture and the
competitiveness of the UK’s film industry
is affected by many external factors –
political, economic, social, technological,
legal and environmental. The UK Film
Council seeks to manage these issues by
working with our key stakeholders, notably
government and industry partners.

We have identified the following key
strategic risks which face us over 
the period:

• An unsatisfactory Comprehensive
Spending Review settlement in 2007

• Further financial demands placed on
Lottery Distributors in respect of the
London 2012 Olympic Games or falling
Lottery ticket sales, resulting in further
decline in income

• Film investment recoupment targets not
met through the consistent failure to
support financially successful projects and
the impact of the new production tax
credit equity measure

• Failure to make the UK an attractive
investment base for film therefore
creating a reduction in production 
spend in the UK

• Further interventions from the EU
restricting film or film related state aids

• Failure of the UK Film Council to deliver
certain objectives set by the Government
including new and growing public 
sector equalities duties on race, 
disability and gender

Within the UK Film Council, these risks 
will be managed by our Board and
management team who will review 
risks regularly and develop policies and
processes as required.

A Matter of Life and Death (1946)
Written and directed by Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger
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The Last King of Scotland
courtesy of 20th Century Fox.
Supported by the UK Film Council.
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Indicators of success

The UK Film Council has developed its own
performance measurement framework to
track progress in relation to our overall
goal and four strategic aims.

Each of our policy and funding priorities
have detailed goals and targets which will
be monitored, evaluated and reported on
regularly over the three years of the plan.

The policy and funding priorities, taken
together, will deliver the aims of the UK
Film Council and our overall goal.

For each of our four key aims, a schema has
been developed which details the impact of
UK Film Council’s own interventions – direct
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) – and a
series of indirect indicators – extended KPIs
– which relate to the wider health of film
and the industry in the UK. These are
summarised as shown opposite.

During 2007/08 the UK Film Council will
continue to consult with all stakeholders to
ensure the performance framework details
all aspects of our investment in film and
the film industry.

The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy (2004)
Written by Douglas Adams and Karey Kirkpatrick
Directed by Garth Jennings
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• Number and genre of 
UK Film Council funded 
films released

• Value and share of box office
(domestic and international)
for UK Film Council
funded films

• Value and share of ancillary
markets (DVD/VHS, pay per
view, download) (domestic
and international) for UK Film
Council funded films

• Diversity of applicants and
awardees to UK Film 
Council funds

• Theatrical admissions
(domestic and international)
relating to UK Film Council
funded films and funded 
film activity

• Non-theatrical/home (ancillary
markets) audience size for UK
Film Council funded films and
funded film activity

• Number and % market share
of UK Film Council funded
films shown on TV

• Diversity of audiences of UK
Film Council funded films
(age, gender, ethnicity,
disability, social group)

• Number of opportunities 
for learning about films
resulting from UK-wide
Education Strategy

• Levels of access to and
appreciation of the UK’s film
and moving image heritage

• % of National Archive
material made available

• Number of young people
benefiting from First Light
Movies programme

• Inward investment and UK
co-productions into the UK

• Awards and nominations 
for UK Film Council funded
films at major festivals
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Developing a competitive
film industry, built on creativity
and skills

Stimulating greater choice 
for audiences

Encouraging participation 
and opportunities for learning

Promoting the UK in the 
wider world
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Indirect indicators (the UK Film industry)

• Number and genre of 
films released

• Value and share of box office

• Value and share of ancillary
markets (DVD/VHS, pay per
view, download)

• Levels and diversity 
of employment in the 
film sector

• Theatrical admissions

• Non-theatrical/home
(ancillary markets) 
audience size

• Number and % market share
of UK films shown on TV

• Diversity of audiences (age,
gender, ethnicity, disability,
social group, regionality)

• Use of film within formal 
and informal education

• Confidence levels of 
media literate users 
engaging with film and
moving image content

• Level of inward investment
and UK co-production

• Level of film-related exports

• Awards and nominations 
at major festivals of 
British films
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O
ur financial plan

The Madness of King George (1994)
Written by Alan Bennett
Directed by Nicholas Hytner

Our income, from which we finance our
policy and funding priorities, and cover
our operational costs, is derived from three
main sources: Government grant-in-aid,
National Lottery receipts and recoupment
income from our film investments.

Our grant-in-aid allocation comes from 
the DCMS, our sponsoring government
department, and is determined through
the Government’s Comprehensive
Spending Review. The current allocation
for 2007/08 is £24.11 million. We have
assumed no increase and no reduction
in the latter two years of the plan.

Projected National Lottery receipts are
shown in the table below, based on 
the projections supplied by DCMS, and
incorporating the full announced impact 
of the London 2012 Olympics Games
on the available funds for the Lottery 
good causes:

Projected income
Year £’000

2007/08 29,993

2008/09 28,258

2009/10 24,650

Our recoupment income comes from our
film investments and interest. In light of
our most recent investments, this is
estimated to be £9 million in 2007/08, 
£9.1 million in 2008/09 and £5.1 million 
in 2009/10.

However, we are acutely aware of the
financial situation in which we operate.
The advent of the London 2012 Olympic
Games has already affected our future 
level of Lottery income. Potentially there
could be further income losses beyond
those announced to date. In addition there
is the unknown impact of the ticket sales
of the London 2012 Olympic Games
Lottery scratch card. Separately projected
levels of Lottery recoupment are dependent
upon the commercial exploitation of the
feature films benefiting from awards and
this cannot be guaranteed.

Finally, and crucially, the Government 
is midway through the Comprehensive
Spending Review 2007. Decisions are not
expected until autumn 2007.

All of the figures modelled below are
therefore subject to revision should any
fundamental reductions occur in the
resource streams.

Throughout this plan, we anticipate annual
spending in excess of income. This will be
supported by depleting our reserves over
the next three years. Due to the DCMS 
re-forecasting of likely income from the
Lottery alongside our own successful
recoupment and utilising in full existing
reserves, we now believe we will just have
sufficient resources to meet current scheme
expenditure as well as some new priorities
across each year of the three year plan.
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The money we receive
Average income sources 
over the plan period

Source £’000 %

1 Lottery income* 27,634 46.0

2 DCMS grant-in-aid 24,110 40.0

3 Recoupment income 
from UK Film Council 
investments 7,790 13.0

4 EC grant, bank interest 
and other income 612 1.0

Total 60,146 100.0

*DCMS projection December 2006, including impact
of Olympic Lottery game and amended to reflect the
effect of the UK Film Council contribution to the
announced £1.085 billion Lottery share of the costs 
of the London 2012 Olympics.

The money we spend…
Average annual expenditure 
over the plan period

Funding priority £’000 %

1 BFI 16,000 23.2

2 Operations 9,136 13.2

3 Premiere Fund 8,000 11.6

4 Regions and Nations 8,060 11.7

5 Film Skills Fund 6,500 9.4

6 New Cinema Fund 5,000 7.2

7 Development Fund 4,000 5.8

8 Distribution and Exhibition 4,000 5.8

9 International, British 
Film Commission, 
UK Film Council US 
and UK MEDIA Desk 2,187 3.2

10 UK-wide Film Festivals Fund 1,500 2.2

11 First Light Movies 1,100 1.6

12 UK-wide Digital Film 
Archives Fund 1,000 1.4

13 Partnership Challenge Fund 1,000 1.4

14 Sponsorship and 
other award schemes 960 1.4

15 Other 603 0.9

Total 69,046 100.0

…by aim

£’000 %

Competitive industry 22,119 32.0

Choice 19,411 28.1

Participation and learning 12,032 17.4

Wider world 15,484 22.4

Total 69,046 100.0
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W
ant to know

 m
ore?

Please visit the UK Film Council website 
at www.ukfilmcouncil.org.uk for more
information on the organisation and 
its activities.

Filmmaking

In the Filmmaking section you will find
information on UK Film Council funding
programmes for feature and short film
production, as well as guidance on filming 
in the UK, including details of the new
tax relief for British film.

Cinema-going

This section offers information on the
Digital Screen Network and funding
schemes run by the Distribution and
Exhibition department, and the weekly 
UK box office statistics.

News and publications

As well as UK Film Council news, this
section includes pages of Research and
Statistics and a library of UK Film Council
publications, consultation responses and
policy papers.

An overview of the UK Film Council and
details of its Board of Directors can be 
found in about us; information on the 
UK Film Council’s Diversity and Inclusion
strategy and the Equalities Charter for 
Film can be found in the diversity section;
contact details for our main strategic 
partners are available under Partners and
regions; and a database of Lottery funding
disbursed by the UK Film Council is in
National Lottery Awards.

Kes (1970)
Written by Tony Garnett, Barry Hines and Ken Loach
Directed by Ken Loach
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28 Weeks Later courtesy 
of 20th Century Fox. 
Supported by the UK 
Film Council.
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*Assess applications for 
Certification of a British Film 
made under: schedule 1 to the 
Films act 1985; the UK's bilateral 
co-production agreements and 
the EC Co-production Convention 
and issue EC certificates of 
nationality under the 1963 Directive.
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Our role

The UK Film Council is the Government-
backed lead agency for film in the UK
ensuring that the economic, cultural and
educational aspects of film are effectively
represented at home and abroad. Our goal
is to help make the UK a global hub for
film in the digital age, with the world’s
most imaginative, diverse and vibrant film
culture, underpinned by a flourishing, 
competitive film industry.

Our aims

• Developing a competitive film industry,
built on creativity and skills

• Stimulating greater choice for audiences

• Encouraging participation and 
opportunities for learning

• Promoting the UK in the wider world

Our values

• Advocacy and leadership

• Partnership and collaboration

• Competitiveness and enterprise

• Diversity and inclusion

• Excellence and innovation

• Transparency and accessibility

The UK Film Council works throughout the
UK through its partnerships with National
Screen Agencies in Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland and nine Regional 
Screen Agencies in England. Its Board of
Directors are appointed by the Secretary 
of State for Culture, Media and Sport and
includes senior industry and public figures.
The Board oversees the work of the UK
Film Council and provides expert advice 
to Government. We invest the income 
we receive into film in order to deliver 
economic benefit and public value for
British citizens.

We want to ensure there are no barriers 
to accessing our publications. If you, or
someone you know, would like a large 
print, Braille disc or audiotape version of
Film in the digital age please contact us.

Further print copies can also be obtained
by contacting:

Communications Department
UK Film Council
10 Little Portland Street
London W1W 7JG
UK

Email:
commssupport@ukfilmcouncil.org.uk
Telephone: +44 (0) 20 7861 7884
Fax: +44 (0) 20 7861 7863

Glossary

BBC British Broadcasting Corporation

BFI British Film Institute

DCMS Department for Culture, Media
and Sport

EC European Commission

EU European Union

GDP Gross Domestic Product

HMT Her Majesty’s Treasury

ICT Information and Communication
Technology

IFSSS International Festival Sales
Support Scheme

IP Intellectual Property

IPSOS Survey-based market research
company

KPI Key Performance Indicator

MII Moving Image Initiative

NSA National Screen Agency

Ofcom Office of Communications

P&A Prints and advertising

RIFE Regional Investment Fund 
for England

RSA Regional Screen Agency

VOD Video on Demand
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The Queen (2006)
Written by Peter Morgan
Directed by Stephen Frears

UK Film Council
10 Little Portland Street
London W1W 7JG

T: +44 (0) 20 7861 7884
F: +44 (0) 20 7861 7863
E: info@ukfilmcouncil.org.uk 
W: www.ukfilmcouncil.org.uk 

2001: A Space Odyssey (1968)
Written by Stanley Kubrick and Arthur C. Clarke
Directed by Stanley Kubrick
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